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question     how to bring up the kids ? how to grow this seed of innocence

and how not to kill it ? because we are killing this feeling… 

how to support the children ?

how to bring up children ?

do not bring them up !

you do not need to pull children up…

they are already growing !!

you become like them… 

i am just joking 

do not take me serious ever

i know what you are saying…i am just joking

i do not like to give any answers

i am not here to answer anything at all

i have given up all answers

i do not even try to give you an answer

i just speak some rubbish

just to pass that question away

how to bring up children ?

this is the problem…

let them be and watch how they are growing

which part of them do you want to bring up ?

their physical body ? just feed them food…

their mental body ? leave them alone…

their emotional body ? give them love…

of course the world is out there

you need to know something to grow and fight in the world

how many weapons do you want to give your children ?

mathematics…geography…history…science…economics… 

these are all weapons…different tools…

to be able to fight in the world and succeed

just search your simple innocence and that is the mirror…

not knowing…yet it knows all…

it reflects all in its ultimate purity

unclouded…weightless…

that state is bliss

that state is ecstasy

that state is the state of nomind

it is so ordinarily simple…

when you get the taste of innocence

then life is a beautiful mystery

and your not knowing is your wisdom

your not knowing is the sky

do not underestimate what you do not know

what you do not know is your mystery

do not try to know your mystery

celebrate your innocence

everything is perfect

you see ?

we are here gathered…

everything is perfect

just see the beauty

understand deeply what i am trying to convey to you

because it is utterly simple

how to say it to you ?

just remember the mirror 

reflecting everything passing by

it does not know anything

it does not even know that it is reflecting

hence it is free

touching the world and nothing is touching it

the mirror sees the world but it does not touch anything

everything simply moves on

and that seeing eye remains silent and still
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